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Spectra of Young GalaxiesSt�ephane CharlotAstronomy Department and Center for Particle Astrophysics,University of California, Berkeley CA 94720, USA1 IntroductionThe expected widespread population of high-redshift analogs or progenitors ofpresent-day disk galaxies has still not been observed in emission. This leaveslarge uncertainties on the appearance of young galaxies (see [Wh1] and [Pr1]).Early models predicted that \primeval galaxies" undergoing strong starburstsat redshifts z �> 2 should be detectable at magnitudes R � 21 � 23, but deepspectroscopic surveys to B �< 22:5, I �< 22:1, and K �< 20 have not revealedsuch population of forming galaxies ([PP1], [Me1], [CEBTB1], [CGHSHW1],[LTHCL1]). Partridge and Peebles (see [PP1]) pointed out that Ly� emissioncould be the most prominent and easily detectable signature of primeval galaxies.The reason for this is that the ionizing radiation from young stars in galaxiesshould lead to a strong and narrow Ly� line by recombination of the hydrogenin the ambient interstellar medium, which would be more readily visible thancontinuum radiation against the sky noise. A few galaxy-like objects have beendiscovered at redshifts z �< 4, which occasionally show strong Ly� emission([Pr1], [Sp1], [MLGTS1], [Ret1]). However, most of these objects are peculiar,and their connection to present-day galaxies is not at all clear. In fact, all blanksky searches for Ly� emission from ordinary galactic disks at high redshifts havegiven null results, suggesting that young galaxies form stars slowly or in largevolumes, or that Ly� photons are absorbed by dust (see [BW1], and referencestherein).Independently, much has been learned on the distribution of HI in the uni-verse at redshifts z �< 3:5 from absorption-line studies of distant quasars (seefor example [PWRCL1]). The strongest absorption lines are attributed to thedamped Ly� systems, that are generally interpreted as the best candidates forordinary galactic disks at high redshift ([LWTLMH1]). These have observed HIcolumn densities NHI �> 2� 1020 cm�2, and their abundances in heavy elementsand dust at z � 2:5 amount to about 10% of the values in the Milky Way([PFB1], [PSHK1]). The damped Ly� systems do not show Ly� emission at thelevel expected from young, dust-poor disk galaxies (see [PSHK1]). Alternatively,the evolution with redshift of the gas density integrated over all HI absorbers,



2 St�ephane Charlot
HI(z), provides some constraint on the global depletion of cold gas though starformation in the universe since z � 3:5 ([LWT1], [PF1]). Absorption-line sys-tems of distant quasars have also been used successfully as a way to select normalgalaxies in emission out to z � 1:6 against the dominant population of relativelynearby blue galaxies that dominate galaxy number counts at faint magnitudes([Be1], [SD1], [SDP1], [AESD1]). These studies have shown that �eld galaxieswith luminosities around L� exhibit only little evolution in their space density,luminosity, and optical/infrared colors at redshifts 0:2 �< z �< 1:6.Recent observations therefore seem to indicate that the formation and evo-lution of normal disk galaxies has been less spectacular than originally thought.In what follows, we explain how the apparent lack of Ly� emission from younggalaxies at high redshift is probably mainly a consequence of the relatively briefperiods in which primeval galaxies are dust-free, and hence Ly�-bright. In fact,most present observational constraints on young galaxies appear to be in agree-ment with the predictions of theories based on hierarchical clustering, in whichgalaxies form slowly and relatively recently. The very blue, primeval galaxy phaseexpected at the onset of star formation would then be faint and short-lived. Sinceat redshifts z �> 2 galaxies are expected to be hard to detect, one may think ofusing population synthesis models to trace back the early history of star forma-tion from observations at lower redshifts. We also discuss below the limitationsof this approach.2 Ly� Emission from Young GalaxiesThe observed Ly� emission from a young galaxy depends on the star formationrate and initial mass function (IMF), but also on several other factors: the con-tributions by supernova remnants and active galactic nulcei, the orientation ofthe galaxy, and absorption by dust. The contribution to the Ly� emission bystars can be estimated using stellar population synthesis models. We assume forthe moment that circumstellar HII regions are the only sources of Ly� photonsand that the column density of the ambient HI is large enough that case B re-combination applies (NHI �> 1017 cm�2) but otherwise ignore the e�ects on theinterstellar medium on the transfer of Ly� photons. Under these \minimal" as-sumptions and using recent population synthesis models, Charlot and Fall haveshown that the Ly� emission from a galaxy depends sensitively on the age andIMF slope, even when the star formation rate is constant ([CF1]). The depen-dence on the IMF upper cuto� and metallicity, on the other hand, are muchweaker. Thus, only a rough estimate of the Ly� equivalent width of a young,dust-free galaxy is permitted, about 50� 120�A.We now briey review the other factors that can a�ect the observed Ly� emis-sion from a young galaxy (see [CF1] for more details). Shull and Silk have com-puted the time-averaged, Ly� luminosity of a population of Type II supernovaremnants using a radiative-shock code with low metallicity ([SS1]). Their resultsindicate that the contribution to the Ly� emission by supernova remnants is al-ways less than the contribution by stars (typically 10% for a solar-neighborhood



Spectra of Young Galaxies 3IMF) and can therefore be neglected. Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) are anotherpotential source of ionizing radiation in a galaxy. We assume for simplicity thatthe spectrum of an AGN can be approximated by a power law f� / ��� with anindex blueward of Ly� in the range 1 �< � �< 2. If we also assume that the AGNis completely surrounded by HI, that case B recombination applies, and that ab-sorption by dust is negligible, then the Ly� equivalent width is 827��1(3=4)��A,or 600 �A for � = 1 and 200 �A for � = 2. The fact that most bright quasarshave observed Ly� equivalent widths in the range 50 � 150�A could reect apartial covering of the AGNs by HI clouds in the broad-line regions (in fact,some ionizing radiation escapes from quasars), attenuation of the Ly� emissionby dust, or orientation e�ects (see below). Thus, in principle, AGNs can producehigher Ly� equivalent widths than stellar populations. However, the presence ofan AGN in a galaxy is usually revealed by other readily identi�able signatures:strong emission lines of highly ionized species (CIV, HeII, etc.) and broad emis-sion lines with velocity widths several times larger than those expected from thevirial motions within galaxies.The Ly� photons produced in galaxies will su�er a large number of res-onant scatterings in the ambient neutral atomic hydrogen. In the absence ofdust, this would lead to no net enhancement of the angle-averaged Ly� emissionfrom a galaxy or of the total Ly� emission from a sample of randomly-orientedgalaxies. However, since the Ly� line is emitted more isotropically than the con-tinuum, the Ly� equivalent width of an individual galaxy will decrease as itis viewed more nearly edge-on. For example, in the idealized case of a plane-parallel slab, the ratio of the observed to angle-averaged Ly� equivalent widthwill decrease from 2.3 to 0 for viewing angles to the normal ranging from 0� to90�. The resonant scattering of Ly� photons by HI also increases enormouslytheir chances of absorption by dust grains. The attenuation is expected to beimportant when the dimensionless dust-to-gas ratio, de�ned in terms of the ex-tinction optical depth in the B band by k � 1021(�B=NHI) cm�2, exceeds thecritical value kcrit � 0:01(NHI?=1021 cm�2)�4=3(�V =10 km s�1)2=3 (see [CF1]).In this expression, NHI? and �V are the face-on column density and line-of-sightvelocity dispersion of HI. For reference, the dust-to-gas ratio in the Milky Wayand Large and Small Magellanic Clouds are, respectively, k � 0:8, k � 0:2, andk � 0:02, and the face-on HI column densities within the optically visible re-gions of most spiral galaxies lie in the range 1020 �< NHI? �< 1021 cm�2. Thus,we expect k �> kcrit unless the dust-to-gas ratio is much smaller than the valuein the Milky Way. In particular, some attenuation of the Ly� emission by dustis expected in the damped Ly� systems, since NHI �> 2� 1020 cm�2 and k � 0:1(although there may be a large dispersion around this value; see [PFB1] and[PSHK1]). Moreover, the attenuation of Ly� emission by dust depends sensi-tively on the structure of the interstellar medium in a galaxy. In the case ofa multiphase medium, the transfer of Ly� photons will depend largely on thetopology of the interfaces between HI and HII regions (see [Sp2] and [Ne1]). Asa result of these complications, it is nearly impossible to deduce star formationrates from the observed Ly� emission of a galaxy.



4 St�ephane CharlotCharlot and Fall (see [CF1]) have used the above arguments to interpret theobservations of and searches for Ly� emission from nearby star-forming galaxies,damped Ly� systems, blank sky, and the companions of quasars and dampedLy� systems. Their results indicate that, when Ly� emission is weak or absent,as is the case in most star-forming galaxies at low redshifts and in damped Ly�systems at high redshifts, the observed abundance of dust is su�cient to absorbmost of the Ly� photons. On the other hand, when Ly� emission is strong,the presence of highly ionized species, large velocity widths, or nearby quasarsindicate that much of the ionizing radiation may be supplied by AGNs. The hopehas always been that the searches for Ly� emission at high redshifts would reveala population of primeval galaxies, in which the abundances of heavy elementsand hence dust were low enough that most of the Ly� photons could escape.Such a population may exist at some redshifts. However, since the Ly� emissionis attenuated when the dust-to-gas ratio exceeds 1 � 10% of the value in theMilky Way, a typical galaxy probably spends only the �rst few percent of itslifetime in a Ly�-bright phase. We therefore expect primeval galaxies, as de�nedabove, to be relatively rare at most redshifts, consistent with the null results ofall searches to date.3 What Should Young Galaxies Look Like?If galaxies undergoing their �rst episodes of star formation in the young universeresemble nearby examples of starburst galaxies, one would expect them to exhibitvery blue continua and strong Balmer emission lines. However, the most distantcounterparts of nearby disk galaxies found by association with quasar absorption-line systems do not show such extreme signatures ([SD1], [AESD1]). Instead, outto z � 1:6, normal �eld galaxies appear to display strikingly little evolution intheir space density, luminosity, and optical/infrared colors. Other constraints onthe history of star formation in galaxies, and hence on their appearance, may beobtained from the evolution of the integrated neutral gas density of the universe.Recent surveys indicate that the total amount of gas in damped Ly� systemsat a redshift z � 3:5 could be nearly as high as the total density of luminousmaterial in present-day galactic disks ([LWT1], [Wo1]). This would imply thatmost stars have formed relatively recently, consistent with the expectation fromtheories of galaxy formation based on hierarchical clustering (although a moreprecise interpretation of the observed 
HI evolution requires including the e�ectof quasar obscuration by dust in damped Ly� systems; see [PF1]).A natural question to ask, then, is what do models accommodating presentobservational constraints predict for the appearance of very young galaxies? Toanswer this question, we have computed the early spectral evolution of a spiralgalaxy using a combination of the [KWG1] semi-analytic model of galaxy for-mation and the [BC1] population synthesis code. The star formation rate can beadjusted to reproduce both the evolution of 
HI(z) at z �< 3:5 in a standard colddark matter universe and the spectral energy distribution of a typical nearbyspiral galaxy at z = 0 (see [KC1]). The early spectral evolution of this model is



Spectra of Young Galaxies 5presented in Figure 1. Figure 1a shows that the galaxy undergoes an extremelyblue phase at z > 3, during which the spectrum resembles the observed spec-trum of the nearby starburst galaxy Mrk 710 with strong H-Balmer and oxygenemission lines (from [VC1]). At this time, the young galaxy could qualify as a
Fig. 1. (a) Possible appearance of a progenitor spiral galaxy at z > 3 satisfying thecurrent observational constraints on the evolution of
HI(z) and the observed propertiesof the Milky Way in a standard cold dark matter universe (thick line) compared tothe observed spectrum of the nearby starburst galaxy Mrk 710 (thin line). The modelspectrum does not include emission lines (see text for more details). (b) Same modelgalaxy as in (a) viewed at z = 1:5 and compared to the observed spectrum of thenearby spiral galaxy NGC 6181. The spectra in (a) and (b) are in the rest frames ofthe galaxies, and the predicted apparent K magnitudes (and R�K color at z = 1:5)are indicated at the bottom.\primeval galaxy" as de�ned earlier. However, the phase is short-lived (�< 107 yr)and very faint (K > 25). Then, the onset of evolved supergiant, asymptotic gi-ant branch, and red giant branch stars reddens the spectrum substantially. Atz = 1:5, twenty percent of the stars present at z = 0 have formed, and themodel galaxy in Figure 1b has K � 20 and R �K � 3:2, i.e., a spectrum onlymoderately bluer than that of the nearby spiral galaxy NGC 6181 (from [Ke1]).These predicted colors, which ignore reddening by dust, are interestingly closeto the observed K � 19:5 and R � K � 4 of galaxies discovered at z � 1:5in association with quasar absorption-line systems ([SD1]). Hence, the presentresults would reinforce the suggestion that the spectra of normal disk galaxieshave evolved only moderately for much of their lifetime. The extremely blue



6 St�ephane Charlotphase at the onset of star formation, which might coincide with a Ly�-brightphase, is expected to be much fainter and short-lived.4 Tracing Back the History of Star Formation in GalaxiesSince young galaxies may be hard to detect at redshifts beyond z � 2, an al-ternative is to try and trace back the earlier history of star formation fromobservations at lower redshifts. The conventional approach to this problem isto use stellar population synthesis models and search for the evolution of thestar formation rate that will reproduce the observed spectral characteristics ofgalaxies. We now exemplify the di�culties in this approach using the recentpopulation synthesis models of [BC1]. Figure 2a shows the spectral evolution of
Fig. 2. (a) Spectral evolution of an instantaneous-burst stellar population computedwith the population synthesis models of [BC1]. The stellar population has a SalpeterIMF with lower and upper cuto�s 0.1 M� and 100 M�, respectively. Ages are indicatednext to the spectra (in Gyrs). (b) Spectral decomposition of a present-day spiral galaxyrepresented by a model with constant star formation rate for 13.5 Gyr. The totalspectrum is shown, together with the contributions main sequence (MS), supergiant(CHeB), asymptotic giant branch (AGB), red giant branch (RGB) stars. The IMF isthe same as in (a).a burst stellar population computed for a Salpeter IMF with lower and uppercuto�s 0.1M� and 100M�, respectively. At 106 yr, the spectrum is entirely



Spectra of Young Galaxies 7dominated by short-lived, young massive stars on the main sequence. Then, theultraviolet light declines and the spectrum reddens rapidly as lower-mass starsprogressively complete their evolution. The most remarkable feature in Figure 2ais the nearly unevolving shape of the optical to near-infrared spectrum at agesfrom 4 to 19 Gyr. This \age degeneracy" hampers the dating of passively evolv-ing stellar populations such as elliptical galaxies from the single knowledge ofthe continuum spectrum, or equivalently, of broad-band colors (see [CS1], andreferences therein). The high luminosity of young massive stars also complicatesthe determination of the past history of star formation in spiral galaxies. Thisis illustrated in Figure 2b, in which we show the spectral decomposition of apresent-day spiral galaxy represented by a model with constant star formationseen at 13.5 Gyr. The ultraviolet to visible spectrum is strongly dominated bymassive, main-sequence and supergiant stars. Furthermore, as seen above, thecontribution by evolved asymptotic giant branch and red giant branch stars isage-degenerated. Therefore, from the continuum spectrum of a spiral galaxy, onecan at best obtain the ratio of the current to past-averaged star formation rate(see for example [KTG1]).Another important limitation in determining the past history of star for-mation in galaxies is the inuence of metallicity. At �xed mass, stars of lowermetallicity are hotter and evolve more rapidly than stars of higher metallicity.Thus, the age assigned to a stellar population on the basis of its observed col-ors is a function of metallicity. Table 1 illustrates the dependence on metallicityof the turno� age (and mass of the turno� star) at �xed turno� temperaturefor a burst stellar population (after [SSMM1]). The assigned age can vary bya factor of up to �ve when the metallicity changes from 100% to 5% of solar.This is the \age-metallicity" degeneracy. In reality, the numbers in Table 1 areTable 1. Dependence on metallicity of the turno� age (and mass of the turno� star)at �xed turno� temperature for a burst stellar population (after [SSMM1]).log(TTO=K) Z = Z� Z = 0:05Z�4.0 0.4Gyr (3.0M�) 1.3Gyr (1.7M�)3.8 2.7Gyr (1.5M�) 15.Gyr (0.8M�)only roughly indicative of the age-metallicity degeneracy in interpreting galaxycontinuum spectra because the colors of stars at �xed temperature also changeslightly with metallicity. The most recent models of stellar population synthe-sis now include the e�ect of metallicity variations on the spectral evolution ofgalaxies (e.g., [Wo2], [BCF1]). These models can illustrate more accurately theage-metallicity degeneracy of spectral �ts of galaxies.Some additional information on the past history of star formation in galax-ies may be learned from the stellar absorption lines of hydrogen and of otherprominent atoms and molecule such as Mg, Mg2, Fe, Ca, Na, Sr, and CN. For ex-



8 St�ephane Charlotample, main-sequence A and B stars (that have lifetimes �< 2Gyr) are expectedto strengthen the H-Balmer series and weaken the prominent metallic lines inthe integrated galaxy spectrum. This can be most simply illustrated by con-sidering the case of intermediate-age stellar populations in early-type galaxies.There is growing photometric and dynamical evidence that many E/S0 galaxieshave formed stars only a few billion years ago ([Pi1], [Ro1], [SS2], and referencestherein). The prototypical example is the dwarf elliptical galaxy M 32, which isbelieved to have undergone substantial star formation until only about 5 Gyr ago(e.g., [Oc1]). Figure 3a illustrates how spectral absorption features such as theBalmer H� equivalent width can be used to detect late bursts of star formation inearly-type galaxies with colors otherwise typical of old, passively evolving stellarpopulations. The solid lines correspond to a model elliptical galaxy formed in amajor burst at age t = 0, on which a new burst involving 10% of the �nal massis added at an age of 6 Gyr. At ages t > 6:5 Gyr, the U �B and V �K colors ofthis model di�er by less than 0.1 mag from the values in the absence a secondburst (shown by the dashed lines). However, the H� equivalent width contin-ues to evolve signi�cantly for nearly 1 Gyr because of the presence of A andB stars. Pickles and Rose have shown, using other stellar absorption lines, howsimilar diagnostics can be used to discriminate between di�erent generations ofstars in E/S0 galaxies and, to some extent, to untangle the competing e�ectsof age and metallicity on the spectra (see [Pi1] and [Ro1]). Worthey has alsorecently produced a comprehensive study of the absorption-line characteristicsof old stellar populations and their dependence on age and metallicity ([Wo2],see also [WFG1]).We now briey exemplify some implications of these arguments for the historyof star formation in early-type galaxies (see [CS1] for more details). In the upperpanel of Figure 3b we have compiled estimates of the typical fraction of opticallight accounted for by intermediate-age stars in normal E/S0 galaxies at redshiftsz �< 0:4 from several studies of stellar absorption-lines strengths ([Ro1], [Pi2],[CS2]). At z �> 0:1, most galaxies were selected in clusters (the estimates arebased on all red galaxies with luminosities�< L� for which spectra were availableat each redshift). In each case, the range of intermediate ages attributed to thestars is indicated in billion years. In the lower two panels of Figure 3b, we havereexpressed these constraints on the ages of stellar populations into constraintson the redshifts of formation for two cosmologies using the [BC1] populationsynthesis models. A at universe with q0 = 0:5 and h = 0:45, and an openuniverse with q0 = 0:1 and h = 0:55 (where h = H0=100 kms�1Mpc�1). Bothcorrespond to a present age of the universe of about 15 Gyr and lead to similarpredictions: the mass fraction of stars formed in E/S0 galaxies has decreasedsmoothly with time, from about 8% at z � 1 to less than 1% at z � 0 (seealso [Pi2] and [SS2]). This evolution of the star formation rate inferred fromstellar absorption-line studies is in reality a mean evolution averaged over largeredshift intervals, as the horizontal error bars indicate. It does not imply thatE/S0 galaxies should form stars at all times. In fact, the ages of intermediate-agestars estimated from absorption-line strengths in the spectra of galaxies at low
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Fig. 3. (a) Evolution of the U�B and V �K colors and H� absorption equivalent widthof a model elliptical galaxy formed in a single burst at t = 0 (dashed line) and of asimilar model galaxy on which a new burst involving 10% of the �nal mass is added at anage of 6 Gyr (solid line). (b) Upper panel: observed contributions by intermediate-agestars to the V luminosity of E/S0 galaxies at z � 0 and in low-redshift clusters inferredfrom stellar absorption-line studies (see text for sources). Di�erent symbols correspondto di�erent studies or di�erent ranges of intermediate ages (indicated in Gyrs). Lowerpanels: mass fraction of stars formed in the progenitors of E/S0 galaxies as a functionof redshift derived for two cosmologies from the observations shown in the upper panel.The horizontal error bars follow from the uncertainties on the ages of stars detectedin low-redshifts E/S0 galaxies. The vertical error bars follow from the uncertainties onthe determination of the contribution by these stars to the mass for the allowed rangeof ages.redshifts are uncertain by a few billion years. As Figure 3a shows, after a galaxyundergoes a burst of star formation, the colors reach the values characteristicof old, passively evolving stellar populations in less than 1 Gyr. Thus, althoughgalaxies at low redshift may present similar signatures of past star formation,there should be a dispersion in the ages and hence colors of the progenitorgalaxies at high redshift around the value corresponding to the mean epoch ofstar formation estimated in the lower panels of Figure 3b. The relevance of thisresult for the evolution of galaxies in clusters has been investigated by [CS1] (seealso [BBRT1]).Unfortunately, stellar absorption-line strengths cannot yet be used to traceback the history of star formation in spiral galaxies. The reason for this is thatthe best-known stellar absorption features arise at ultraviolet and optical wave-



10 St�ephane Charlotlengths, where the spectral signatures of old and intermediate-age stars in spiralgalaxies are hidden by the strong continuum light of young massive stars (seeFig. 2b). The situation may soon be improved, as substantial progress is under-way to understand the infrared spectral signatures of old stars in star-forminggalaxies ([LR1]). However, tracing back the onset of star formation in normaldisk galaxies appears to be a long way ahead.References[AESB1] Arag�on-Salamanca, A., Ellis, R.S., Schwartzenberg, J.M., Bergeron, J.: TheNature of Distant Galaxies Producing Multiple CIV Absorption Lines in theSpectra of High-Redshift Quasars. Astrophys. J. 421 (1994) 27{33[Be1] Bergeron, J.: Galaxies Giving Rise to MgII Absorption Systems in Quasar Spec-tra. Int. Astron. Union Symp. No. 130, Large Scale Structures in the Universe,Reidel (1988) 343{358[BBRT1] Belloni, P., Bruzual A., G., R�oser, H.-J., Thimm, G.J.: Detectability andIncidence of E+A Galaxies in the Distant Cluster Cl0939+472. Astron. Astro-phys. (1995) (to appear)[BC1] Bruzual A., G., Charlot, S.: Spectral Evolution of Stellar Populations UsingIsochrone Synthesis. Astrophys. J. 405 (1993) 538{553[BCF1] Bressan, A., Chiosi, C., Fagotto, F.: Spectrophotometric Evolution of EllipticalGalaxies. Astrophys. J. Suppl. 94 63{115[BW1] Baron, E., White, S.D.M.: The Appearance of Primeval Galaxies. Astrophys.J. 322 (1987) 585{596[CEBTB1] Colless, M., Ellis, R.S., Broadhurst, T.J., Taylor, K., Peterson, B.A.: FaintBlue Galaxies, High or Low Redshift. Mon. Not. Roy. Astr. Soc. 261 (1993)19{38[CF1] Charlot, S., Fall, S.M.: Lyman-Alpha Emission from Galaxies. Astrophys. J.415 (1993) 580{588[CGHSHW1] Cowie, L.L., Gardner, J.P., Hu, E.M., Songaila, A., Hodapp, K.-W.,Wainscoat, R.J.: The Hawaii K-Band Galaxy Survey. Astrophys. J. 434 (1994)114{127[CS1] Charlot, S., Silk, J.: Evolution of Galaxies in Clusters. Astrophys. J. 432 (1994)453{463[CS2] Couch, W.J., Sharples, R.M.: A Spectroscopic Study of Three Rich GalaxyClusters at Z = 0:31. Mon. Not. Roy. Astr. Soc. 229 (1987) 423{256[Ke1] Kennicutt, R.C.: A Spectrophotometric Atlas of Galaxies. Astrophys. J. Suppl.79 (1992) 255{284[KC1] Kau�mann, G., Charlot, S.: Constraints on Models of Galaxy Formation fromthe Evolution of Damped Lyman-Alpha Absorption Systems. Astrophys. J. 430(1994) L97{L100[KTG1] Kennicutt, R.C., Tamblyn, P., Congdon, C.W.: Past and Future Star Forma-tion in Disk Galaxies. Astrophys. J. 435 (1994) 22{36[KWG1] Kau�mann, G., White, S.D.M., Guiderdoni, B.: The Formation and Evolutionof Galaxies within Merging Dark Matter Haloes. Mon. Not. Roy. Astr. Soc. 274(1993) 201{218[LR1] Lan�con, A., Rocca-Volmerange, B.: Star Formation in IR-luminous StarburstGalaxies. Astron. Astrophys. (1995) preprint
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